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Critical Juncture
A period characterized by
strategic fluidity, uncertainty and
institutional flux in which agency
and choice play a decisive causal
role in setting the long-term path
of future developments.

Critical junctures are exceptional periods of choice, opportunity
and consequence for leaders, institutions and societies in which
large-scale transformation is both most possible and most urgent.
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In the context of
this historic period,
Pakistan stands at
both the central
cross-roads and
fault lines of global
change – in ways
critically important
to its approach to
FDI attraction
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Escalating
geopolitical
competition
among the great
powers

Deepening
economic
nationalism and
fragmentation of
the international
trade environment

Emerging postCovid return of
strong global
growth – and
increasing
financial system
fragility

Accelerating
environmental
dislocation and a
new phase in the
global regulatory
response

Accelerating
proliferation of
technological
innovation as the
engine of
competitiveness

Approaching
onset of a
radically
unfamiliar future
of work
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Given this fastevolving global
environment, it is
no surprise that
the 2020 FDI
Confidence Index
shows continued
investor focus on
advanced
economies
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Rank of Most Attractive FDI destinations
Rank

2018

2019

2020

Overall Impact

Country

1

United States

2

Canada

3

Germany

4

Japan

5

France

6

United Kingdom

7

Australia

8

China

9

Italy

10

Switzerland

11

Spain

12

Singapore

13

New Zealand

14

Netherlands

15

Sweden

16

Belgium

17

South Korea

18

Ireland

19

UAE

20

Denmark

Ranking of top
investment
destinations are
remarkably stable
across the past
three years
Investors are
largely focusing on
advanced
economies with:
– Overall stability
– Foundations for
future growth
– Ability to access
broader markets

Note: Colors represent the country and are for illustration purposes
Source: Foreign Direct Investment Confidence Index® - Kearney
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Investors’
decision-making
reflects a set of
consistently
important factors,
accompanied by
three emerging
ones

Investors’ Key Investment Factors
2016

1

2017

2018

2019

2020

Four factors that
have consistently
remained top of
mind for
executives when
making investment
decisions

Tax rates and ease
of tax payment
Regulatory transparency
and lack of corruption
Technological and
innovation capabilities
General security
environment
Stable importance across years

2016

2
Low Importance
7

2017

2018

2019

Three emerging
factors have
become more
important in their
decision-making
over time

2020

Country's participation
in trade agreements
Research and development
(R&D) capabilities
Quality of digital
infrastructure
Increasing importance across years

High Importance
Source: Foreign Direct Investment Confidence Index® - Kearney
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Additionally,
investors have
indicated that
climate change
has begun to
emerge as an
important factor
driving decisions
in recent years

Impact of Climate Change on FDI
Respondents, 20201

0
5

Climate Change as a Factor in Investment
Respondents, 20201

0

1
5

3% 4%
2

6%

19%

21%

14%

2

14%

31%

30%

27%
3
4

Score 0 – Low/ Very Unlikely

3%

1

4

28%
3

79% of respondents indicated that

77% of respondents expect that climate

climate-related risks are affecting existing
foreign direct investment assets

change will impact their FDI decisions in
the next three years

Score 5 – High/ Very Likely
8

1. Respondents rank 5=Very Likely, 0=Very unlikely
Source: Foreign Direct Investment Confidence Index® - Kearney
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While FDI inflows remain concentrated in major developed economies, this turbulent global
environment has resulted in significant FDI volatility
Illustrative

Top recipients of global FDI by country, 2019

Ireland saw -$28b FDI in
2018 as large scale MNCs
repatriated to the US
following tax reform; yet FDI
rebounded to +$78bn in 2019

The US is by far the largest
recipient of FDI globally,
receiving 16% of global FDI in
2019 even as Chinese
investment fell 51% as the USChina trade war dragged on

The Netherlands has positioned
itself as an attractive alternative
to the UK post Brexit

Despite the trade war, the
US remained China’s
largest source of FDI in
2019

Large companies
(including Sony and
Harley Davidson) have
relocated to Thailand
in 2019-20 to escape
U.S. tariffs on imports
from China and ensure
more resilient supply
chains

Hong Kong fell out of the top
5 FDI destinations in 2019
with the island in severe
political turmoil; yet over 66%
of FDI into China continues
to flow through Hong Kong
Singapore, has built a global
reputation as a safe and easy
investment hub; an image that paid off
in 2019: inflows rose 42% as investors
in Asia shifted away from China
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Source: UNCTAD, EUROSTAT, Ministry of Commerce, People's Republic of China & PIGA, IMF Coordinated Direct Investment Survey & UNCTAD World Investment Report, Singapore Department of Statistics, Statistics Netherlands
(CBS), OECD statistics, Ireland Central Statistics Office, Bloomberg, Financial Times, Kearney
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The same is true
at the sectoral
level, where the
top recipients of
global FDI
experience
dramatic change
in flows from year
to year
Top recipients of global
FDI by sector 2019
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Top FDI recipients by sector

% Global
FDI share (2019)

% Annual
change (2018-19)

Coal, oil & gas

15%

- 9%

Renewable energy

12%

43%

Real estate

9%

- 40%

Hotels and tourism

6%

0%

Transportation and warehousing

5%

- 3%

Communications

5%

- 14%

Chemicals

5%

-38%

Automotive OEM

5%

- 22%

Software and IT Services

4%

- 8%

Electronic components

4%

56%

Source: World Investment Report, 2010-2020, UNCTAD, State Bank of Pakistan, the fDi Report, Kearney
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Nevertheless, the investment decisions of leading global FDI sources continue to be driven by
long-term national priorities and relative sectoral strengths
Selection

Top providers of global FDI by country and multinational entity, 2019
Leading economies for global foreign direct investment outflow, 2019
% of global FDI outflow
Japan

USA

Netherlands

17%

China

9%

9%

Germany

9%

7%

Sectors with active investment abroad
% each country’s FDI outflow1
Chemicals and
20%
pharmaceuticals

Chemicals and
pharmaceuticals

34%

Chemicals and
pharmaceuticals

47%

Rental and
36%
leasing activities2

Activities of head 24%
offices3

Transportation
equipment

Computers and
electronic
products

10%

Extraction of
crude petroleum
and natural gas

18%

Mining and
quarrying

Wholesale and
retail trade

10%

32%

9%

1.
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Sectors with most direct investment abroad with priorities in Manufacturing. US, Japan, and Netherlands had 50%+ direct investment abroad in manufacturing while China and Germany had 13% and 5%
respectively: US and Japan, 2019; China and Netherlands, 2018; Germany, 2017
2.
It includes renting and leasing of tangible assets, incl. infrastructure, aviation, etc.
3.
It includes overseeing and managing of other units of the same enterprise (or group), such as centralized administrative offices, corporate offices, district and regional offices
Source: UNCTAD, Bank of Japan, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EUROSTAT, Ministry of Commerce, People's Republic of China & PIGA, Kearney
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What does this
mean for Pakistan?

Recap
– The global FDI landscape has entered
a period of rapid change and intense
competition
– While some investor decision-making
criteria may remain consistent, others
are rapidly changing
– The enduring strength of advanced
economies as FDI destinations
reflects both risk-avoidance and the
innovation imperative

Pakistan must
rigorously determine
its most promising
sectors for vertical FDI
Pakistan must
significantly accelerate
the creation of
compelling investor
value propositions in
those sectors

12
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Pakistan’s Sectoral Distribution of GDP 2019
% GDP Share
By sector

Industry/sub-industry
Important Crops1

~19%

~20%

~61%

% GDP Share
By industry
4%

Livestock (including poultry)

11.2%

Mining & Quarrying

2.7%

Large scale manufacturing

The sectoral
structure of
Pakistan’s
economy presents
important
opportunities for
vertical FDI
attraction

Textiles

4.2%

Food, Beverage & Tobacco

2.5%

Coke & Petroleum Products

1.1%

Pharmaceuticals & Chemicals

1.1%

Automobiles

0.9%

Iron & Steel Products

1.1%

Electronic Products

0.4%

Electricity Gen & Distr. & Gas Distr.

2%

Wholesale & Retail Trade

18.9%

Finance & Insurance

3.5%

Transport, storage, & communication

12.9%

Agricultural

Industrial
Services

IT & IT services

1%

14
1. Sugarcane, Cotton, Rice, Maize, Wheat 2. Large Scale Manufacturing;
Source: Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), Pakistan Economic Survey 2018-19, BOI Investment Promotion Strategy, Kearney
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Of Pakistan’s 15
leading industries,
10 are among the
top target sectoral
destinations for
global FDI

Pakistan-Global Sectoral FDI Alignment
% GDP Share
By sector

Industry/sub-industry

Top Global FDI Recipients
By volume By project

Important Crops1

~19%

Livestock (including poultry)
Mining & Quarrying3

✓

~20%

Large scale manufacturing

Textiles4

Coke & Petroleum Products

Pharmaceuticals & Chemicals
Automobiles

✓
✓

Iron & Steel Products
Electronic Products

~61%

✓

Food, Beverage & Tobacco

Electricity Gen & Distr. & Gas Distr.

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Wholesale & Retail Trade
Agricultural

Industrial
Services

Finance & Insurance
Transport, storage, & communication
IT & IT services

15
1. Sugarcane, Cotton, Rice, Maize, Wheat 2. Large Scale Manufacturing 3. Incl. oil and gas exploration; 4. Textile is selected due to high growth potential in Pakistan
Source: Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS), Pakistan Economic Survey 2018-19, BOI Investment Promotion Strategy, fDi Intelligence report 2020, Kearney
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Of this set,
identifying those
best suited to
vertical FDI
attraction requires
consideration of
five key factors

1

Factor and intermediate
product costs

– Low factor costs (i.e., cost of raw material, low-skilled
labors, setting up business, etc.) and intermediate
(semi-manufactured) inputs attracts vertical FDI which is
seeking alternative and more efficient supply chain hubs

Availability of skilled
workforce

– Presence of skilled workforce provides an immediate
advantage as source of vertical FDI will need to invest
less in advancing it

Agglomeration effects

– Presence of local industry clusters, as well as existing
FDI inflows, attracts vertical FDI

Availability of required
infrastructure

– Because vertical FDI is export-oriented, existence and
quality of required infrastructure (ease of transport –
internal and outbound, connectivity, warehousing, cold
storage, etc.) also factor into decision-making

Trade barriers / openness

– Vertical FDI, which requires substantial flows of
intermediate inputs and goods in and out of the host
country, and benefits from a liberal and predictable trade
environment, will increase with greater openness

2

3

Selective / Non-exhaustive

4

5

16

Source: IMF Working Paper 2001; “Determinants of, and the Relation between, Foreign Direct Investment and Growth: A Summary of Recent Literature; ”Kearney
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Applying this lens
highlights 4 of
Pakistan’s major
sectors potentially
most promising
for vertical FDI
attraction

Detailed in Appendix

Net assessment for vertical FDI attractiveness

Textiles

– Labor cost
advantage
– Strong supply base
– Largest sector with
existing value
chain
– High priority sector
in 4 of 9 CPEC
SEZs

F&B &
Tobacco

– Labor cost
advantage
– Easy access to
food crops and
livestock
– 2nd largest sector
with existing value
chain
– High priority sector
in 6 of 9 CPEC
SEZs

Automotive

– Relatively low
manufacturing and
assembly cost
– Focused on auto
part manufacturing
– High priority sector
in 4 of 9 CPEC
SEZs

IT & IT
Services

– Labor cost
advantage
– Open but
insufficient
regulation for
software export
– priority sector in
one of CPEC SEZs

To maximize the attractiveness of these industries to export-oriented FDI
requires understanding their unique economic characteristics within Pakistan –
in particular, their economic complexity…
17

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Pakistan Board of Investment, Pakistan Economy Survey, Kearney
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Economic Complexity

Pakistan’s Product Space:
Exports and potential paths to greater complexity

A measure of the knowledge
in a society as expressed in
the products it makes. The
economic complexity of a
country is calculated based
on the diversity of exports a
country produces and
their ubiquity, or the number
of the countries able to
produce them (and those
countries’ complexity).
The complexity of a country’s exports is a strongly correlated with current income
levels. Where complexity exceed expectations for a country’s income level, it
predicts more rapid growth in the future.
18

Source: Harvard Atlas of Economic Complexity
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Over the last
decade, Pakistan
has diversified its
exports, but
mostly into lesscomplex products

Country

19

2008

2018

India

60

42

Vietnam

107

52

Indonesia

76

61

Pakistan

79

99

Bangladesh

89

108

Pakistan ranks 99th on the Economic Complexity Index (1-133), falling
below most of its peers

Pakistan added 15 products in the
last 15 years, but at too small a
volume to boost income growth

Pakistan’s complexity worsened 20
positions in past decade

– Exports declined by annual average of
0.5% over last five years, dragging
economic growth

– Largest percentage of export growth
occurred in low complexity products,
including apparel and knit products

– Exports are a shrinking segment of
economy

– Largest exports are in moderate and
low complexity products: Textiles
(moderate) and Agriculture (low)

To increase the attractiveness of priority industries to vertical FDI and effectively
advance national productivity, Pakistan has an opportunity to shift toward higher
complexity products while strengthening domestic value chains
Source: Harvard Atlas of Economic Complexity
India – 42nd, Vietnam – 52nd, Indonesia – 61st, Bangladesh – 108th
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Illustrative

In the sectors identified, Pakistan can accelerate economic growth by capitalizing upon
existing ‘know-how’ to move into higher complexity products

Textiles

F&B,
Tobacco

Automotive

IT &
IT Services
(illustrative)
20

Pathway to Complexity

Increasing complexity

Sector

Synthetic textile garments

Ginned Cotton

Unprocessed Agricultural Goods

Fresh Perishables/Preserved Goods

Tugboats

Telecom

Vehicles

Cybersecurity solutions/ Real-time
Big Data Analytics capabilities
Source: Harvard Atlas of Economic Complexity

– Concentrates on low complexity cotton, small
volume of synthetics
– Build out limited production of nonwovens into
more complex synthetic garments
– Exports mostly low complexity, unprocessed
F&B such as Rice/Tobacco
– Expand complex fresh products like milk/cream
or processed foods such as preserved eggs
– Manufactures complex motor vehicle parts, but
few cars or complex vehicles
– Widen motor vehicle parts manufacturing; build
car bodies; begin more end-to-end car
manufacturing
– Varied services, with some focus on ICT
– Transition more service capacity towards
advanced tech. solutions, expanding current
capabilities
Detailed on following slide
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Illustrative, Selection

For Pakistan and global investors, there are opportunities to leverage the country’s existing
know-how to build complexity and drive growth in other sectors – the ‘adjacent possible’
Industry

Textile

Food, Beverage
& Tobacco

Automotive

IT & IT Services

21

Export Product

Know-How

Adjacent Possible1

Non-woven textiles

– Manufacturing requires complex,
precise mixing/synthesis &
chemical processes

Pharmaceuticals

Fresh Milk & Cream

– Production requires even
dispersion of fat/oil

Printing Ink

Motor vehicles Parts

– Technologies rely on knowledge
of piston production

Steam Turbines

– Development relies on computer
Website development
science & programming
languages

High tech
product design

Source: Atlas of Economic Complexity; Kearney
1. The “adjacent possible” comprises the opportunities for a country as it moves from their current “know-how” to related or nearby know-how to produce products of greater economic complexity.
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Pakistan thus has
important
opportunities to
drive growth and
economic
development by
selectively
targeting investors
based on their
contribution
potential

Key Imperatives

Target investors who can…

Upgrade production
toward increasingly
complex products
within industries

Strategically
upskill into
adjacent
industries

– …pivot existing knowhow to increasingly
complex industries,
while upskilling

Use existing strengths
to move into new areas
value-adding
production – the
‘adjacent possible’

Introduce
robust, or
multiapplication
technologies

– …supply multi-purpose
technologies that enable
leap-frogging to
increasingly complex
products

Illuminate pathways to
long-term strategic
growth

22

FDI Targeting Priorities

Strategically
cluster the
adjacent
possible (e.g.,
in SEZs)

– …benefit from existing
clusters and bring
complementarities

Targeting investors is a whole-of-society enterprise, requiring actions from both
private and public sectors
Kearney XX/ID
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FDI policy can be
understood and
assessed in terms
of four key policy
areas

Four critical pillars form a framework for strong investment policy
Guiding Questions

Regulatory
STRENGTH
environment

01

Investment promotion
and facilitation policy
STRENGTH

02

Tax and
incentivization policy
STRENGTH

03
04

Business
Environment
5 Countries
assessed against
framework

❖ Is the regulatory environment comprehensive,
protective, transparent, and integrous?
❖ Are regulations followed and enforced?
❖ Is there clear strategic direction and ownership for
investment promotion and facilitation?
❖ Are businesses supported through investment process?
❖ Are tax laws and payment processes transparent?
❖ Are incentives clearly promoted to potential investors?

❖ Are the business environment and related infrastructure
conducive to attracting and retaining investment?

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

Attracting and retaining FDI requires commitment to each of the four policy pillars
24
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Across the pillars, Pakistan performs below average in
its peer group
Framework Pillar

Case study assessment

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

– Net assessment: Inconsistent enforcement of regulations &
contracts and lack of strong investor property protection

Regulatory
environment

– Best Practice: Enhanced court efficiency and judicial quality;
centralized and digitized processes to maximize enforcement
and transparency
– Net assessment: Strong investment promotion but lack of
coherent strategy with clear objectives

Investment
promotion &
facilitation
policy

– Best Practice: Consolidated and digitalized business and
compliance support along with strategic initiatives

3

– Net assessment: Paying taxes is time-consuming (34
payments and 283 hours to prepare)

Tax and
incentivization
policy

– Best Practice: Simplified tax filing process (best1: 6
payments and 191 hours of preparation)

4

– Net assessment: Insufficient infrastructure, currency
instability, and limited treaties/trade agreements

Business
Environment

– Best Practice: Broad access to internet (best1: 69% of
population2); reliable and competitively priced power supply
Low

25

India

Key Findings

1

2

Pakistan

High
1.
Best performance in the peer group
2.
Internet access in Pakistan: 17% of the population
Source: World Bank, Kearney

Detailed in Appendix
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Pakistan’s regulatory regime requires a refresh oriented by the priorities of the private sector,
building transparency and simplicity, thereby reducing the uncertainty facing investors
Pillar

1

Regulatory
environment
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Pakistan Net Assessment

Pakistan’s regulatory environment
features an inadequate legal
framework and poor enforcement.
Challenges include:
– Inadequate regulatory framework
(IPR, dispute resolution,
bankruptcy, anti-corruption)
– Weak institutional enforcement of
laws and regulations
– Contract enforcement is slow,
problematic and tedious (1,096day average)

Key Imperatives (Non-Exhaustive)

✓ Refresh regulatory regime in
collaboration with private
sector players & investors,
focusing on e.g.:
– Arbitration/dispute resolution (to
reduce time & cost)
– Bankruptcy (build out regime
with strong credit recovery
protection, options to pay dues,
integrate in Companies Act
2017, etc.)
– Protection from IP violation and
counterfeits to attract high
quality investments, etc.

1. IPA = Investment Promotion Activities; 2. IMF Report 2016, “Unlocking Pakistan’s Revenue Potential”; 3. SBP = State bank Pakistan; 4. FBR = Federal Board of revenue; 5. SRB = Sindh Revenue Board
Source: UNCTAD, Kearney
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Pakistan has an opportunity to design an innovative, multi-stakeholder approach to investment
promotion, focused on jointly creating compelling FDI attractiveness
Pillar

2

Investment
promotion &
facilitation
policy
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Pakistan Net Assessment

While Board of Investment (BOI)
assists with implementation and
operations, substantial areas of
improvement for facilitating
investors remain:
– Investment promotion policies and
guidelines are not
comprehensively established or
consolidated
– Tedious and costly business set
up processes; no. of days (16.5)
and registration costs (6.9% of
income per capita) higher than
peer group average

Key Imperatives (Non-Exhaustive)
✓ Build institutional framework to
include private sector advocacy
councils at federal and provincial
levels, with direct interfaces with
public sector to provide input to
policy-making and investment
✓ Advance public-private
partnership via policy, regulatory
and institutional reform, focusing
on attracting foreign investments
(underway with (redrafted) Federal
PPP Ordinance 2020)
✓ Create a “one-stop-shop”
repository of policies, regulations,
guidelines, etc. to facilitate
investors with business/set-up and
streamline investment process

1. IPA = Investment Promotion Activities; 2. IMF Report 2016, “Unlocking Pakistan’s Revenue Potential”; 3. SBP = State bank Pakistan; 4. FBR = Federal Board of revenue; 5. SRB = Sindh Revenue Board
Source: UNCTAD, Kearney
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Pakistan’s tax regime could greatly benefit from harmonization and digital enablement to drive
stronger tax collection while simplifying the process for investors
Pillar

Tax and
incentivization
policy
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Pakistan Net Assessment

Tax regime is complex:
– Current tax-to-GDP ratio
(2019/20) 9.5% (declining from
9.9% in 2018/19, & 11.1% in
2017/18)
– Businesses spend 283 hours on
tax filing due to extensive filing
process
– Tax laws are hard to navigate;
tax assessments are not
transparent
While tax incentives are available
for export promotion, they are not
promoted/publicized strongly
enough

Key Imperatives (Non-Exhaustive)
✓ Implement targeted relevant tax
incentives that cascade from
investment promotion priorities
✓ Strengthen tax admin/collection
and reduce fragmentation by
harmonizing tax collection
nationally, digitally integrating
databases, and incentivizing
provinces to bolster tax collection2
✓ Leverage integrated digital
solutions to create a singular
repository of tax regulations and
process guidelines, to streamline
and increase efficiency of tax
filings, reducing both number of
payments and hours spent (e.g.,
advancing SBP3/FBR4/SRB5
efforts on digital tax collection)

1. IPA = Investment Promotion Activities; 2. IMF Report 2016, “Unlocking Pakistan’s Revenue Potential”; 3. SBP = State bank Pakistan; 4. FBR = Federal Board of revenue; 5. SRB = Sindh Revenue Board
Source: UNCTAD, Kearney
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Addressing the fundamental weaknesses of Pakistan’s business environment can reduce the
cost of entry for firms, boost returns on investment, and improve the ease of doing business
Pillar

Business
environment
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Pakistan Net Assessment

Pakistan’s large population and
growing middle class are attractive
to many foreign investors. However:
– Infrastructure challenges persist,
in terms of obtaining access to
electricity (113 days, second to
last among peer group) and low
internet penetration (17% of
population)
– Access to credit and credit
coverage remains low; legal rights
are limited

Key Imperatives (Non-Exhaustive)
✓ Leverage inherent advantages of
large population by investing in
education/vocational
training/upskilling of workforce
✓ Improve provision of physical
and digital infrastructure (also
through private sector
partnerships) to attract desired
(vertical) FDI
✓ Advance capital market (in
partnership with private sector) to
allow deeper coverage, more
sophisticated/tailored products, &
enhance ability to raise funding
domestically

1. IPA = Investment Promotion Activities; 2. IMF Report 2016, “Unlocking Pakistan’s Revenue Potential”; 3. SBP = State bank Pakistan; 4. FBR = Federal Board of revenue; 5. SRB = Sindh Revenue Board
Source: UNCTAD, Kearney
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Pakistan can accelerate FDI attractiveness by institutionalizing whole-of-society collaboration to
create competitive value propositions for global investors
Pillar

Regulatory
Framework

Investment
Promotion

Tax
Incentivization

Business
Environment
30

Core Imperative

Accelerator

– Build foundational frameworks in areas of most costly gaps,
including in intellectual property protection and bankruptcy and in
doing so, leapfrog to state of the art

US Patent and Trademark Office’s
self-sustaining operating model

– Streamline and align in areas of legacy regulatory disfunction,
including arbitration and contract enforcement (Eliminate overlap,
and tedious, outdated processes)

US Uniform Commercial Code
harmonized commercial
transaction laws w/ private sector

– Institutionalize systematic, multi-stakeholder consultation focused
on creating shared value

Undertake “Investor Value Labs”

– Radically reduce complexity facing investors by establishing an OSS
model featuring a central repository of info and processes within a
unified platform, seamlessly integrating sectoral & provincial nodes

Vietnam’s integrated e-OSS

– Harmonize taxation through digitally transparent and accessible
systems

Hong Kong’s simplified and
digitalized tax system

– Make and demonstrate a commitment to transform key
dimensions of business environment in the future, including
upskilling, digital infrastructure, etc.

China’s telecom infra. rollout,
fueling the growth of digitally
enabled industries

Source: Kearney
Kearney XX/ID
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In its FDI acceleration agenda, Pakistan has an opportunity to proactively engage key source
countries and select MNCs based on the alignment of their capabilities and the opportunity set
Selection

Textiles

F&B & Tobacco

Automotive

IT & IT Services

Countries

Multinational companies

From the investor’s lens, Pakistan must address two critical questions…
proposition? And
32

What is its unique value

how can it maximize creation of shared value?
Source: : BOI Investment Promotion Strategy FY20-24, fDi Markets, Forbes, Kearney
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For each sector, the highest priority is creating a comprehensive multi-dimensional investor
value proposition, packaged to maximize the value potential for targeted investors

Aspiration and mandate
Defining the sector-specific vision, objectives and mandate, and
mutually beneficial positioning for the investors
Comprehensive opportunities
landscape

Policy environment
Detailing the policy landscape,
Identifying sector-specific policy levers
to incentivize investors

Illuminating targeted sector-specific
and ‘adjacent possible’ opportunities
Investor Value
Proposition

Core productivity

Sellable export market

Analyzing domestic productions factor
and economic complexity for the
sector

Articulating Pakistan’s position as an
export hub serving a regional market,
detailing the full potential

Connectivity advantage
Including supply chain, infrastructural and digital connectivity
33
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The key to creating compelling, differentiated value propositions in the hyper-competitive
FDI landscape that we face is taking a systematic, whole-of-ecosystem approach
relevant investors and know
1 Identify
their priorities in industries and the

2 Analysis of most costly gaps

the requisite stakeholder
3 Convene
ecosystem to build out a rich sector-

adjacent possible areas

specific value proposition
Stakeholder group: Int’l dev. agencies,
academic, think tanks, tech giants, FIG1

Stakeholder group: Key business sector
players

Stakeholder group: Targeted current &
potential investors

How?

4

Build out the value proposition package
Stakeholder group:
Policy makers,
investment
promotion agencies
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5

Brand opportunities in the target
industries by launching tailored multimedia campaigns
Stakeholder group: Branding and media
agencies

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FIG: financial institution group
Public sector entities include foreign offices, commerce ministries, etc. and should be involved in every steps
Key private sector entities should be involved in every steps
international development agencies include World Bank, Asian Development Bank, etc.
Sample campaign from other countries include Incredible India, Malaysia Truly Asia, Made in China 2025, etc.

6

Undertake proactive outreach to
targeted investors with tailored value
propositions
Stakeholder group: Targeted investor
groups
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Thank you

This document is exclusively intended for selected client employees. Distribution, quotations and duplications –
even in the form of extracts – for third parties is only permitted upon prior written consent of Kearney.
Kearney used the text and charts compiled in this report in a presentation; they do not represent a complete
documentation of the presentation.

1. Introduction: Pakistan at a Critical Juncture
2. Global FDI: Intensifying Competition
3. Vertical FDI Attraction: Opportunities and
Imperatives for Pakistan
– Sectoral lens
– Policy lens
4. Accelerating FDI Attraction: Toward a
Near-Term Agenda for Action
5. Appendix
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

1 Regulatory environment (1/2)
Sub-Pillar

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights

Pakistan

Contract
Enforcement

– Leader: No country leads, though Indonesia has focused on inter-ministerial
coordination to diminish conflicting regulations and improve enforcement1
– Variance: Enforcement is inconsistent. Disputes are costly and time
consuming. Courts are often subject to outside influence, frequently siding
with citizens in labor disputes, despite contracts

Enforcement of contracts
remains problematic and slow
(1,096-day average) due to a
weak and inefficient judiciary

Resolving
Insolvency

– Leader: India has a strong bankruptcy regime:2 insolvency is credit-driven
and involves all parties; protective debt recovery laws; addresses bad loans 3
– Variance: Other countries often force companies to liquidate rather than
offering options to pay dues; overall credit recovery not as strong as India

No comprehensive
bankruptcy laws; insolvency
issues are slow to resolve
with poor recovery rates
(42.8% avg.)

Property
Rights

– Leader: Indonesia ensures compensation at market value in cases of
government repossession of property by eminent domain4
– Variance: Vietnam, India, and Indonesia have property rights laws, but
historical ownership records and processes are not centralized or modern

Property rights exist but are
incomplete; insufficient
compensation in eminent
domain cases, clarity of land
titles remain a challenge

Intellectual
Property
Rights

– Leader: India is a signatory to international IPR agreements5, yet does not
effectively or consistently enforce IPR
– Variance: Countries lack commitment to international conventions and laws;
Obstacles include forcing patent holders to produce a product within a limited
time-frame or to pay prohibitive annual patent fees

Pakistan is in the process of
updating IPR protection laws,
but Intellectual Property
Office historically suffers from
limited resources
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1. Indonesia Presidential Instruction No. n7/2017 2. Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 3. Realized through amendments to the Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of
Security Interest (SARFAESI) Act and Debt Recovery Tribunals Act 4. Indonesia Law No. 25/2007
5. World Intellectual Property Organization Centralized Access to Search and Examination (CASE) and Digital Access Service (DAS) agreements
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

1 Regulatory environment (2/2)
Sub-Pillar

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights

Pakistan

NonDiscrimination

– Leader: Pakistan ensures FDI not subject to higher income taxes than similar
investments made by Pakistani citizens1. All sectors open to FDI, bar those
prohibited for national security or public safety2
– Variance: Countries limit FDI in certain sectors, favor domestic industries,
necessitate local partners, or place barriers on divestment

Though no discrimination for
income taxes, Indians cannot
establish/own, operate, and
dispose of interests in most
businesses

Combatting
Corruption

– Leader: Indonesia’s KPK is one of the most respected & trusted agencies,
investigating and prosecuting corruption cases; however, 2019 law3 removed
KPK’s status as independent agency, subjecting it to political influence
– Variance: Countries lack independent monitoring mechanism or have no
central investigation agency; anti-corruption activists are often attack targets

Corruption persists due to
lack of penalty enforcement,
courts pressured by wealthy
& elite; NAB8 suffers from
insufficient funding/staffing

Customs
Compliance

– Leader: India has overall lowest costs/durations for customs compliance4
– Variance: Pakistan, Vietnam, and Indonesia have long document
compliance durations & moderate-high costs; Bangladesh has extensive
document compliance hours and highest costs5

Pakistan requires long hours
for document compliance and
has higher import/export
costs than most peers

Competition
Regulation

– Leader: All countries have competition commission or authority responsible
for enforcing competition law and evaluating anti-trust policies6
– Variance: Bangladesh’s commission has experienced operational delays and
it has not received sufficient resources to operate effectively7

The Competition Commission
of Pakistan (CCP) ensures no
anti-competitive or
monopolistic practices
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1. The Foreign Private Investment Promotion and Protection Act 2. The Investment Policy 1997 and 2013 3. Indonesia Law No. 19/2019 4. Ease of Doing Business Index (EODB) data by Exports/Imports, India
(Procedure hours – 52/65; Document Compliance Hours – 12/20; Costs $ - 270/366) 5. EODB data by Exports/Imports; Pakistan (Procedure hours – 58/120; Document Compliance Hours – 55/96; Costs $ 406/417); Vietnam (Procedure hours – 55/56; Document Compliance Hours – 50/76; Costs $ - 633/556); Indonesia (Procedure hours – 56/99; Document Compliance Hours – 61/106; Costs $ - 350/547);
Bangladesh (Procedure hours – 168/216; Document Compliance Hours – 147/144; Costs $ - 429/1,270) 6. Competition Commission of India (CCI), Indonesian Competition Authority (KPPU), Vietnam Competition
Authority (VCA), Bangladesh Competition Commission (BCC), Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) 7. Bangladesh Competition Act, 2012 8. National Accountability Bureau – anti-corruption organization
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

2 Investment promotion and facilitation policy
Pillar

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights

Pakistan

Investment
promotion
agency (IPA)

– Leader: ‘Invest India’ demonstrates impressive coordination, working in
partnership with governments1 & business chambers; All policies are
compiled into one document2, reviewed yearly for investor facilitation
– Variance: While all countries feature strong IPA initiatives, obstacles to
investment remain, lacking streamlined policies and government coordination

Pakistan’s Board of
Investment (BOI) assists
investors and companies with
implementation and operation

One-stop
shop (OSS)

– Leader:, Invest India is also an OSS that works with investors through
entire investment lifecycle, offering market entry strategies, industry
analysis dep dives, partner search and matching, and political advocacy3
– Variance: Indonesia faces inter-operational challenges across
ministries/government institutions4

There is currently no OSS to
facilitate foreign investors and
support entire business
process

Ease of
starting a
business

– Leader: Pakistan has fewest number of procedures (5); Indonesia requires
fewest days (13), Vietnam has lowest income per capita cost (5.6%)5
– Variance: Higher costs and number of days/procedures to start a business
are greater and can be improved6

Despite fewest number of
procedures, Pakistan requires
more days (16.5 days) and a
higher registration cost (6.9%
of income per capita)

Minority
investor
protection

– Leader: While Indonesia has greatest disclosure (10/10) and corporate
transparency (7/7); India and Pakistan rank stronger overall (India leads)7
– Variance: Vietnam, Bangladesh, and Indonesia rank poorly for ease of
shareholder suits and extent of director liabilities; Pakistan, Vietnam, and
Bangladesh have weak corporate transparency8

While strong in director
liabilities, extent of corporate
transparency and disclosure
is low
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1. Ministry’s Department for Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade (DPIIT) and state governments 2. Policies available through Department for Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade (DPIIT)
https://dipp.gov.in/foreign-direct-investment/foreign-direct-investment-policy 3. 2020 US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements: India; Invest India National Promotion & Investment Agency 4.
2020 US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements: Indonesia 5. World Bank EODB 6. World Bank EODB, Number of Procedures: Bangladesh (9), India (10), Indonesia (11), Vietnam (11); Number
of Days: Vietnam (16), Pakistan (16.5), India (18), Bangladesh (19.5); Cost by income per capita: Indonesia (5.7%), Pakistan (6.9%), India (7.2%), Bangladesh (8.7%) 7. World Bank EODB: India ranks best
across all protections (8/10 disclosure; 6/7 corporate transparency; 7/10 director liabilities; 7/10 ease of shareholder suits) 8. World Bank EODB: Extent of Director Liabilities: Ease of Shareholder Suits: Vietnam,
Bangladesh, Indonesia ( All 2/10); Extent of Corporate Transparency: Bangladesh (3/10), Vietnam (4/10), Pakistan (5/10)
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

3 Tax and incentivization policy
Pillar

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights

Pakistan

Tax Burden

– Leader: Indonesia has the lowest tax burden (corporate income, social
security, & dividend tax totals) as a percent of profit (30.1%)1 with
Bangladesh & Pakistan close behind (33.4% and 33.9% respectively)
– Variance: Vietnam and India have higher tax burdens, with India’s tax
burden nearly half of profit (49.7%)2

Pakistan’s tax burden for
business is 33.9% of profit
(covering corporate income
tax, VAT, and employee
benefit contributions)

Ease of
Paying Taxes

– Leader: Though Vietnam has the fewest number of tax payments (6),
Indonesia leads on hours spent filing taxes (191)3
– Variance: With varying required payments, all other countries have greater
than 250 hours of tax filing, with Bangladesh at 435 hours4

There are 34 tax payments
over the year and businesses
spend 283 hours on tax filing

Taxation
Transparency

– Leader: India’s 2017 Goods and Services Tax reduced complexity of tax
codes and eliminated multiple taxation policies5
– Variance: Most countries fall short on consolidation of tax laws/guidelines,
and changes can occur without notice or comment from businesses 6

Tax laws are hard to navigate;
tax assessments are not
transparent; govt. requests
advanced payment of taxes
which complicates business7

Incentive
Programs

– Leader: India’s and Bangladesh’s incentives are clearly communicated via
their respective OSSs (includes special corporate tax rates, interest rates,
personal income tax brackets, tax holidays, zones, etc.)8
– Variance: All countries offer incentives, but not always centralized or
communicated to investors; sector specific incentives not always clear9

Pakistan offers incentives to
boost exports. Programs
could be better promoted
through OSS
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1. World Bank EODB 2. World Bank EODB 3. World Bank EODB 4. World Bank EODB 5. GST Tax Law http://gstcouncil.gov.in/sites/default/files/CGST.pdf 6. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate
Statements 7. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 8. US State Department 2020 Investment Climates: Invest India and Bangladesh OSS 9. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate;
Kearney
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

4 Business Environment (1/2)
Pillar

Domestic
Market Size

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights
– Leader: India has the largest domestic market size, yet ranks lowest for
addressable markets1
– Variance: The other countries have smaller populations, and therefore
smaller markets for foreign investors

Pakistan
Pakistan’s large population
and growing middle class are
attractive to many foreign
investors

Addressable
Markets

– Leader: Vietnam has the smallest population among its peers but largest
addressable market through various international trade agreements (48 BITs
2 and 13 FTAs3)
– Variance: India and Indonesia developed new BITs models, causing many
to expire or end; countries have pending agreements, but many not signed

Pakistan has 32 active BITs 2
and 9 FTAs 3 in effect

Ease of
Getting
Electricity

– Leader: Vietnam has the strongest power infrastructure, with a 31-day
average to connect electricity for new warehouses; Indonesia is a close
second (32 days); both countries require 4 procedures to connect power
– Variance: India’s average is 53 days, while connecting power in Pakistan
and Bangladesh takes an average of 113 and 115 days, respectively

Pakistan ranks second to last
– it takes 113 days to access
electricity

Ease of
Access
Internet

– Leader: Vietnam has greatest access to the internet (69% of population)
– Variance: Peer countries have minority of their populations connected to
the Internet (Indonesia: 48%, India: 20%, Pakistan: 17%, Bangladesh:13%)

Only17% of the population
has access to the internet
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1. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 2. UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub, International Investments Agreements 3. Asian Development Bank 4. World Bank EODB 5. World Bank EODB 6.
GST Tax Law http://gstcouncil.gov.in/sites/default/files/CGST.pdf 7. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 8. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 9. US State
Department 2020 Investment Climates: Invest India and Bangladesh OSS 10. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate; Kearney
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Policy benchmarking framework

Pakistan

India

Indonesia

Bangladesh

Vietnam

4 Business Environment (2/2)
Pillar

Case study assessment

Overview of Key Insights

Pakistan

Ease of
Remittance

– Leader: Pakistan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and Vietnam have strong
remittance policies with minimal limitations, bar bureaucratic challenges1
– Variance: India’s remittance scheme has limitations: no remittance for
certain activities (lottery, games, sweepstakes, etc.); approval from govt.
needed for some remittance funds; some special condition lock-in periods2

Pakistan Remittance Initiative
(PRI) enhanced remittance
flow; large transactions that
can affect exchange reserves
require govt permission

Ease of
Getting Credit

– Leader: India and Vietnam rank best overall in terms of ease of access,
depth of credit information, and strength of legal rights3
– Variance: Lower scores across the peers are driven by lack of legal rights
(Pakistan scores lowest)4, limited depth of credit information, and poor
credit registry/bureau coverage (Bangladesh, Pakistan)5

Despite high depth of credit
information (7/8), Pakistan
scores poorly on obtaining
credit (45/100), legal rights,
(2/12) and credit coverage

Currency
Stability

– Leader: Vietnam has the strongest currency stability, with a 3% coefficient
of variance. Its central bank moved to a market-based framework, allowing
trade within 3% on either side of the eight-currency-based reference rate6
– Variance: Currency coefficient of variance is 4% in India and Bangladesh,
moderately unstable in Indonesia (8%); more volatile in Pakistan (16%)

Pakistan showed 16%
coefficient of variance on its
currency exchange with IMF
Special Drawing Rights
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1. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 2. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements : India 3. World Bank EODB: India (Score of getting credit: 70/100, Strength of legal
rights: 9/12; depth of information: 7/8); Vietnam (Score of getting credit: 80/100), Strength of legal rights: 8/12; Depth of information: 8/8); 4. World Bank EODB: Pakistan (Score of Getting Credit: 45/100; Strength
of legal rights: 2/12; Depth of Information:7/8) 5. World Bank EODB; Pakistan: (Credit Registry Coverage: 11.7%; Credit Bureau Coverage: 6.7%); Bangladesh (Credit Registry Coverage: 5.2%; Credit Bureau
Coverage: 0%); 6. GST Tax Law http://gstcouncil.gov.in/sites/default/files/CGST.pdf 6. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements 7. US State Department 2020 Investment Climate Statements
Source: Kearney; IMF data
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Pakistan has a 33.9% total tax rate

Total Tax and Contribution Rate (% of profit)

70

65.1
59.1

59.2

China

60

Italy

65
60.7

55.1
48.8
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India
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30.1

Thailand
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29.5
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South Korea
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41.2
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Russia
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Philippines

45

Turkey
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UAE
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Vietnam
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0
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Moving forward,
Pakistan is
seeking to
transition from
attracting
horizontal FDI
focused on
serving the large
Pakistani market
to vertical FDI
targeting export

Definition

Motive

Enabling
environment

Horizontal FDI

Vertical FDI

Multi-plant firms duplicate
roughly the same activities in
different countries and serve
the local market from the local
production

Firms fragment production
process and locate different
stages of production in different
countries

Market-seeking
Transportation costsaving

Domestic market-focused
- Large domestic market size
- Moderate to high trade
barriers

Export-oriented
Production cost-saving

International supply-chainfocused
- Stable currency
- Low trade barriers
- Country-specific competitive
advantage
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To identify the
sectors most
conducive to
export-oriented
FDI growth in
Pakistan, we
applied a four-step
process

Key Economic
Sectors

1
2

Identify Pakistan’s
existing economic
strengths, using
GDP contribution
as a proxy

Investment
Potential

3

Identify which
industries are
most suitable
for vertical FDI
attraction

Activating FDI
Attraction

4

Identify key
levers to attract
export-oriented
FDI in those
industries

Identify sectors
that are global FDI
hotspots
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3

Identify which sectors are most suitable for vertical FDI
attraction (1/2)

1
Factor and
intermediate
product costs
2
Availability of
skilled workforce
3
Agglomeration
effects
4
Availability of
required
infrastructure
5
Trade barriers /
openness

46

✓✓✓
✓✓
✓

Mining &
quarrying

✓✓
Low labor cost; engineering
industry for equipment
exists but capital intensive

✓
Some skilled labor; more
skilled training/ technical
workforce needed

✓

Textiles

F&B &
tobacco

✓✓✓

✓✓✓

✓

✓✓

✓✓

Strong supply base of
fabrics and low-cost labor

✓✓✓

Only comprises 3% of GDP, Largest sector; local value
some FDI, & secondary
chain exists; priority sector
priority sector in 1 SEZ
in 4 out of 9 CPEC1 SEZs2

✓

✓✓

Wealth of energy & minerals,
Volatility in electricity supply
but need better infrastructure
and price
& facilities near mining sites

✓✓✓
Several agreements,
including with China; high
openness to FDI in sector

Capital and energy
Low-cost labor; easy access intensive; high-cost power
to food crops and livestock
and imported raw material

✓✓
Some skilled workforce
available with institutes for
upskill training

✓✓✓

Many int’l brands currently
operate in Pakistan; tariff
cuts in SEZs

Chemicals &
pharma

Skilled workforce available
esp. mgt. roles (absorbed
by MNCs); skill gaps in mfg.

✓✓✓
2nd

largest sector
2.5K processing units;
priority sector in 6 out of 9
CPEC SEZs

✓
Lack of cold chain
capabilities and insufficient
advanced logistics

✓✓
GSP3 Plus status; but some
protectionist measure, e.g.,
20% duty on wheat import

Some skilled workforce
available

✓✓
Meeting 70% of domestic
medicine demand5; 70K+
chemical products6

Automotive

✓✓✓
Capital intensive; relatively
low-cost manufacturing and
assembly7

✓✓
Some skilled labor available,
but heavy reliance on-job
training/ apprenticeship

✓✓
Focus on auto part mfg. but
only 25% in organized
sector4; priority sector in 4
out of 9 CPEC SEZs

✓
Lack of cold chain logistics
for high complexity drugs

✓✓
Volatility in electricity supply
and price

✓✓
Signatory of CPEC
as China is the major
source of import

Existing attractiveness
Growing attractiveness
Lack of attractiveness

✓✓
Tariff cuts in SEZs, but
heavy tariffs on import of
spare parts

1. China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 2. Special Economics Zones 3. Generalized Scheme of Preferences: little to no tariff to enter EU 4. Investment Promotion Strategy FY20-24 8. World Bank data, 2019 5.
Pakistan Pharmaceutical Manufacturer’s Association 6. Pakistan Chemical Manufacturer’s Association
Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Pakistan Board of Investment, Pakistan Economy Survey, Kearney
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3

Identify which sectors are most suitable for vertical FDI
attraction (2/2)

1
Factor and
intermediate
product costs
2
Availability of
skilled workforce
3
Agglomeration
effects
4
Availability of
required
infrastructure
5
Trade barriers /
openness

47

✓✓✓
✓✓
✓

Electronic
products

✓✓
Low-cost labor but higher
cost on imported
intermediate product

✓✓
Some skilled workforce
available which can be
further upskilled

✓✓
Limited domestic players
exist; secondary sector in
one of CPEC2 SEZ3

✓✓
Volatility in electricity supply
and price

Electricity gen &
distr. & gas distr.

✓✓
Capital intensive, gas
underpricing, but high
transmission cost

✓
Limited skilled workforce
available for advance knowhow

✓✓
High recipient of FDI, e.g.,
US$292M FDI (10.5% of
total Pakistan FDI) in 2019

✓
Lack of capital to overhaul
the grid and transmission
network

✓

✓✓✓

Several restriction on trade
in IT and electronic
products

Several incentives offered;
Improved regulatory regime
by NEPRA

Financial &
Insurance

✓✓
Low-compensation cost

✓✓✓
Existing substantial skilled
workforce but high brain
drain

✓✓
High recipient of FDI, e.g.,
US$419M FDI (15.1% of
total Pakistan FDI) in 2019

✓
More digitalized finance but
lack of sophisticated
products and insufficient
coverage of fin. institutions

✓✓

Trans, storage
& comms

✓
Capital intensive; low-cost
labor; high-cost power

✓✓
Comms: availability of
skilled workforce; trans and
storage: low availability

✓✓
Lack strong domestic
private player

✓

Existing attractiveness
Growing attractiveness
Lack of attractiveness

IT & IT
Services

✓✓✓
Low-cost labor available

✓✓
300K English-speaking IT
professional; 20K IT
graduates each year7

✓✓
2K+ IT companies, 13
software tech parks4; priority
sector in one of CPEC SEZs

✓

Several projects underway /
Low internet coverage (17%
in pipeline, e.g., NHA, CPEC; of population5) and
but need for further dev
insufficient IPR protection

✓✓✓

Limit on number of branches
Member of CAREC1 and
unless incorporated as domestic
signatory of CPEC
banks under local laws

✓✓✓
Open but insufficient
regulation for software
export

1. Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation 2. China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 3. Special Economics Zones 4. Investment Promotion Strategy FY20-24 5. World Bank data, 2019
Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Pakistan Board of Investment, Pakistan Economy Survey, Kearney
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Economic
complexity helps
countries predict
future growth

What is Economic Complexity?

Diversity of Exports

Ubiquity

Number of different product types a country
can produce; sum of collective know-how

Number of countries able to make product
& their complexities

Know How
Tacit ability to produce product; productive
capability

Distance

Proximity

Closeness to knowhow necessary to
produce product

Ease of obtaining
know-how to move
into producing product

Product Complexity Index
Diversity & sophistication of know-how
required to produce a product based on
how many countries produce product &
complexity of countries

Opportunity Outlook Gain

Product Space
Connectedness between products based
on know-how similarities to produce them

Product space illuminates more complex
products, shorter distance, & opportunity
outlook

Economic Complexity
Growth Projections
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Economic Complexity
Index

Complexity Outlook Index

Current Level of Income

Expected Growth - value
of natural resource
exports per capita
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